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Address BOHEMIAN GLASSWORKS
Skalice u Ceske Lipy 134 
47117 Skalice

Country Czech Republic

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We are supplying both wholesalers and retailers with: 

Glass nail-files (Crystal files) - novelty cosmetic accessories 
Czech glass unique artworks - exceptional works of well-known artists 
Czech painted glass - famous enamel-, high enamel- and gold- decorated Bohemian 
glass
Czech Engraved crystal - world´s finest engravings on glass 
Cut crystal - traditional cut lead and non-lead Bohemian crystal 
Historic bohemia crystal - Replicas of antic to first half of 20th century glass, 
Czech blown glass - free hand made glass 
Bohemia stained glass - door and window stained glass, plus other decorative items 
Bohemian mirrors - fine cut and engraved mirrors 
Czech glass paperweights - Beautiful paperweights 
Glass corporate gifts - exceptional promotional items, made not only for marketing 
companies 
Repairs and replicas - repairs of damaged museum or collector´s crystal exhibits, 
creating of perfect replicas 
Repairs and production of glass and crystal chandeliers - repairs of old damaged chandeliers, 
manufacturing of missing glass and metal parts (usually for Hotels, Museums, 
public places..) 
Bohemia crystal lightings and chandeliers 
Custom made production - crystal products according to customers design,customized projects,OEM crystal production 

At present time our products are well sold and have enthusiastic reception throughout the world. Since we are currently broadening our international
sales, we are looking for distributors to represent our company and products. Please contact us to discuss our potential co-operation. 

Please let us know if you think that your company could be interested in any of the products listed above. We are looking forward to hearing from you
soon.
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